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TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 2019
 

George Fox University, Oregonians for Rural Health sign exclusive 
MOU to explore allied and mental health college in Roseburg 

 
Oregonians for Rural Health and George Fox University, a nationally recognized college based in 
Newberg, Oregon, have officially signed an exclusive Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to 
explore building an allied and mental health college in Roseburg. The college is envisioned to provide a 
reliable pipeline of skilled healthcare professionals in multiple high-demand medical fields, connect 
individuals to living wage jobs through locally delivered degree programs, and create economic growth 
and stability across the region.  
 
“The demand for healthcare continues to steadily grow and along with it the need for skilled providers. 
Southern and rural Oregon face growing allied and mental health workforce shortages that pose 
serious healthcare access issues, despite aggressive and costly recruiting efforts,” said Kelly Morgan, 
CHI Mercy Health CEO and long-time member of the Oregonians for Rural Health coalition. “The idea of 
building a regional allied and mental health college to tackle workforce and healthcare access issues 
and revitalize our economy came to the forefront several years ago. It’s exciting to be taking this step 
forward with George Fox today.” 
 
Morgan added, “George Fox is an established Oregon academic institution whose broad range of 
nationally accredited allied and mental health educational programs directly serve acute workforce 
needs shared by providers, including hospitals and medical facilities operated by the U.S. Department 
of Veterans Affairs.” 
 
The Roseburg VA Medical Center, which is a principal partner in the college initiative, provided 
testimony to the Oregon State Assembly last fall, indicating many of its allied health positions are 
difficult to fill and that “Veteran access to primary, specialty, and mental health care can be increased 
if we could establish and maintain a professional workforce of healthcare workers.”  
 
The signed MOU establishes an exclusive partnership between Oregonians for Rural Health and George 
Fox to evaluate working in cooperation to build a regional allied and mental health college in Roseburg 
that offers advanced (Bachelor, Master and PhD level) degree programs. Under the MOU, efforts will 
focus on determining the college scope, degree programs and framework, in addition to securing a site 
location in Roseburg and initiating fund development and in-kind contributions to build and equip the 
college facility. 
 
“Over the last two decades, George Fox has expanded from a small regional college to a national 
university with a broad range of programs. As we continue to add degree programs in healthcare and 
related fields, we’re excited about this potential opportunity to help Southern and rural Oregon solve 
its workforce shortages,” said Linda Samek, Provost for George Fox. 
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Founded in 1891, George Fox is one of Oregon’s oldest colleges. The main campus is located in 
Newberg, Oregon, plus the university operates teaching sites in Salem, Redmond, and Portland and 
provides online instruction. George Fox’s enrollment for the 2018-2019 academic year totals over 
4,000 undergraduate and graduate students. About 57 percent of students are from outside the 
Portland area, and 81 percent of recent graduates are employed in Oregon.  
 
“Healthcare is vital to our local communities and the region. Our providers, including CHI Mercy Health 
and the Roseburg VA in Douglas County, have struggled with growing allied health job vacancy rates in 
multiple occupational fields that make it difficult to keep up with the demand for services,” said Wayne 
Patterson, Executive Director of the Umpqua Economic Development Partnership. “Healthcare plays a 
pivotal role in our economy by providing good paying jobs, supporting local employers, and making the 
area attractive for new business development. Diversifying our economy by investing in healthcare also 
serves as a key driver in creating economic growth and stability for the entire region.” 
 
Patterson noted that close to an estimated 50,000 healthcare and social assistance jobs will be added 
across Oregon through 2027, according to the latest workforce projections published by the Oregon 
Employment Department (OED). The estimated figure is over 3,500 more healthcare jobs than the OED 
had last projected through 2024. For many occupations, increased job vacancy rates are due to high 
attrition resulting from baby boomers entering retirement. It is projected that over 20,000 jobs in 
registered nursing alone will be opening due to attrition. In a study conducted by the Oregon Center 
for Nursing last year, it was found that Oregon’s educational system is not graduating enough students 
to meet projected allied and mental health workforce needs and that advanced level educational 
opportunities are lacking in the state.  
 
“We have a unique opportunity here in Roseburg thanks, in part, to our central location in Southern 
Oregon that positions us to effectively serve the region and given the expertise and involvement of our 
diverse coalition of healthcare providers like Mercy and the Roseburg VA, elected officials, and others 
to better ensure access to local quality healthcare, create living wage jobs, and revitalize the 
economy,” said Patterson.  
 

### 
 
ABOUT OREGONIANS FOR RURAL HEALTH 
Oregonians for Rural Health, founded in January 2016, is a coalition of community leaders, healthcare 
providers, economic development groups, educators and others dedicated to promoting the health 
and vitality of rural communities in Oregon. 
 
CONTACTS 

• Kelly Morgan, CHI Mercy Health CEO: (541) 677-2467 
• Wayne Patterson, Umpqua Economic Development Partnership Executive Director: (541) 492-

2820 
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